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Summary

A class of estimator! for population~mean when the population variance is
known has been suggested. It,is shown that the optimum estimator in the class
has a smallar bias as compared to estimators proposed earlier.

Keywords •. Optimum estimator, mean square error, large sample approxi
mations.

Introduction

Letyi, yt yn_be a random sample of size n from a population
with unknown mean Kand known variance a*. Upadhyaya and Srivastava
[2] proposed the estimator

(1.1)

and obtained the bias and mean squared error (MSB) to order 0(n-*) as

Bias (rO = (aV«f) (1 + (1,2)
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and MSB (^i) = (a^/zi) (1 - <^^lnY') (1.3)

Upadhyaya and Singh [1] proposed an equally efficient estimator

j>a = 5 + o® Yjnyi^ 4 (j®) • ' (1.4)

but with smaller bias to order O («"•) as

Bias (J)^) = c^lnY (1.5)

The purpose of this paper is to consider a class of estimators of the
mean when population variance is known. The large sample approxi
mations have also been investigated.

2. Proposed Class of Estimators

Assuming the population variance o® to be known, we consider the
class of estimators for the mean Fas

P + Kc^ ^8 - (2.1)

where S = and K is the characterizing scalar to be chosen
suitably.

The bias, MSE and A'opt. for minimum MSB are

Bias (J>3) = E (J>S) - E {nyY^ (2.2)

MSE (h) = E{h-f r + E(j> 8)j + E(«=> j>'=)-i
+ 2K a* E - 2 K <j* YE (yB)

- 2 Ka^ £(S) + 2 aS YE («j>)-i - 2 (2.3)

and Ko^t. = [?£ (j>S) + o" n-i £(S) — £:j)BS)] / [o^ £(^8)=] (2.4)

The expectations involved in these expressions are mathematically intrac
table. We, therefore, resort to derive the large sample approximations,

3. Large Sample Approximations

We write

7 = y + e
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where e is of the order O with E(s) = 0 and E(s^) = Choos
ing n large enough bo that | e171 < 1, we may easily getthe expectations
,by retaining terms of order O (n~') as

£(nj>)-i = (1 + a^lnr)lnY, = (n« YT"-

E{8) = (1 4- 2a7ny»)/n yS £:(J>S)= (nf)-i (3.1)

and£(j>S)» = {n^ Y')-^ md E{f^= \ - <yVnY^)ln -

-From (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (3.1) we get (upto terms of order O («"*))

Bias(>^) ^ (r^{K—l -o^lnY'')lnY (3.2)

MSB (Ja) = <^Ml + (K- 1) iK-3) a^lnY^Vn (3.3)

and Kopt. = 2. (3.4)

4. Comparison

For ySTppt., the estimator's, its bias and MSB become

= j) + (1 _ a8/nj»0/(nj>® + a^) (4.1)

Bias (Ja) = (o>r7 (1 - o^jnY^) (4.2)

and MBS = (a^/n) (1 - aVn^) (4.3)

From (1.2), (1.5) and (4.2), we have Bias (7,) < Bias (Fa) < Bias (Ti)
upto O («"®). And all three estimators have equal MSB. Therefore, the
estimator is an improvement over and >>1.
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